Federalist is second in a series of consecutive newspapers published in New Brunswick between November 1793 and February 1796, contemporaneously with the better-known Guardian. Only about two dozen issues of the four component titles are known to have been preserved. Of the Federalist, seven dates are recorded, all of them in the Rutgers Library collection.
Two curious volumes of colored plates are among the recent book acquisitions, one of these a collection of the so-called suppressed caricatures of James Gillray. It is undated, but, like the two-volume Works of James Gillray published 1851 by Henry G. Bohn (also in the Rutgers University Library), it undoubtedly was put out well after the artist's death. A perusal of these forty-five "suppressed" caricatures leaves one in no doubt as to why they might have been suppressed. Gillray, in his short life (1757-1816), mustered his satiric talents on one side or another of nearly every available controversy, attacking many highly-placed persons, including the King. His work was vigorous and intense, his satire usually sharp, often bitter, and sometimes (by present standards, at least) exceedingly coarse. His last known etching was done in 1811, as insanity closed down upon him.
A volume of anonymous caricatures entitled Horrida Bella; Pains and Penalties versus Truth and Justice (London, 1820) is part of the voluminous pamphlet literature relating to the case of Queen Caroline. This lady married the Prince of Wales in 1795, and the two were soon estranged and separated. From that time on, the Prince (later King George IV) mistreated her in a variety of ways, being concerned eventually in charges of misconduct brought against her. Although her behavior on occasion had been at least ill-advised, the manifest persecution by the king and his supporters brought a great deal of popular support to the side of Caroline. The Horrida Bella consists of twenty-four well-executed etchings (colored) with accompanying text in verse, each headed by a letter of the alphabet. ("A, for an Archer [i.e., the King], who wounded a Queen . . ."5 etc.)
Other works of interest lately received: Goldsmith's Deserted Village (London, 1770)3 James Thomson's Castle of Indolence (London, 1748)5 Wordsworth's Peter Bell (London, 1819)5 James Macpherson's Temora (London, 1763 ). An early edition (printed in Aberdeen, undated) of Matthew G. Lewis' novel of violence and the supernatural, The Monk, brings to mind the one-time popularity of this work. Lewis is nearly forgotten today, but when The Monk appeared in 1796, he became famous at the age of twenty-one.
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EXHIBITIONS
During the present year, literary Americans are celebrating the hundredth anniversary of Walt Whitman's heaves of Grass. The marking of this event-little acclaimed in 1855-climaxes a century in which the figure of Whitman has grown to uncommon dimensions. Still on display at this writing, the Library's Whitman exhibit has attracted considerable interest-evidence of the poet's present-day popularity.
The exhibit combines with a selection of facsimile views and autograph material, obtained from the Library of Congress, a number of original items from the Rutgers University Library's own collection. Among the latter are nine autograph letters, 1865-91, bearing on such matters as the poet's declining health, his literary philosophy, the celebration of his birthday. Included too are the correspondence and writings of William Sloane Kennedy in relation to Whitman's alleged unpaid debt to James Parton. Kennedy, long a champion and biographer of Whitman, hoping to disprove the report, gathered evidence from every hand-not, however, altogether conclusive. Involved in the controversy was Thomas Wentworth Higginson who -to express the condition mildly-did not share Kennedy's admiration for Whitman, man or poet.
Following the poet's death in 1892, Kennedy was especially irked to find an extended literary-biographical notice of Whitman published in the New York Evening Post-authored by Colonel Higginson. While the article is well enough written and gives some evidence of a wish to treat the dead Whitman fairly, it is anything but a complimentary one. Kennedy's own clipping of the item, on display in the present exhibit, bears his note: "the estimate of a great soul by a mean & small one who belongs to the critical fry, & has himself failed in great creation." He later wrote an article detailing the whole story of Higginson's critical assaults on Whitman, calling it "Euphrasy and Rue for T. W. Higginson." That too is on display, a manuscript of fourteen leaves-"Not written for publication during the present generation, or the next."
The Whitman letters, the Parton-debt correspondence, and the original draft of his poem, "Hush'd be the Camp To-day," have been described in earlier issues of the Journal. Among the other items exhibited are portions of Whitman's writings on various subjects. One of these, a two-page manuscript, deplores the imitation of foreign writers and calls for an American literature. "Ye have feebly followed & feebly multiplied the models of other lands. I come to call you to the knowledge of the Living God in writing . . . Know ye, ye may have all other possessions but without your own soul's Literature, ye are but little better than trading, prosperous beasts. Aping but others, ye are but intelligent apes ... Its Literature, when it comes, is to be the most serious, most subtle, most solid part of America, & making its conflicting elements homogeneous & the States a Nation . . ." D.A.S.
